
evolutión
® light



evolutión
® light is the brand new, minimally styled reception desk range from Clarke Rendall. It is

available in a range of plain colour or woodgrain laminates and is a stunning, cost effective addition to

the evolutión® range. But what really separates evolutión® light from other reception desks in the

marketplace is the lightbox which is standard on all models. This beautifully engineered feature,

finished in white lacquer or white solid surface material employs low energy consumption LED lighting

to illuminate the front panel with a remarkably clean and even glow. You can specify a plain white opal

acrylic or even choose from a range of coloured film options all as standard, and when you factor in the

possibilities for logos and graphics, you can see that the potential of evolutión® light is endless.

evolutión
® light

LBC-1WL-RAL-F in cherry with white desktop and intense blue filmed
acrylic lightbox panel

LCBP-2W-RAL-F in white with oak desktop edging and lime filmed
acrylic lightbox panel with black logo lettering

LCP-2W-RAL-F in ebony with white desktop edging and white filmed acrylic lightbox panel with black logo lettering



Desks with curved lightbox Desks with straight lightbox

Clarke Rendall reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice

evolutión
® lightLBP-2W-RAL-F in white with oak desktop and raspberry filmed acrylic lightbox panel with silver logo lettering

Finishes

Please note that the accuracy of the finishes illustrated here is dependant on the constraints of the printing process. 

evolutión
® light is available with or

without post mounted glass counter
in a range of 3 colours as standard

Desktop & modesty panel - plain colour laminates

Clear Blue Grey

Lightbox surround finished in white as standard with all areas under desktop in titanium

LBP Compact LBP-2WC LBCP-2W LCP Compact LCP-2WC LCBP-2W

LBP-1WL LBP-2D LBCP-2WC LCP-1WL LCP-2D LCBP-2WC

LBP-1WR LBCP-1WL LBCP-2D LCP-1WR LCBP-1WL LCBP-2D

LBP-2W LBCP-1WR LCP-2W LCBP-1WR

Desktop & modesty panel - woodgrain laminates

Desktop PVC edging - plain colour finishes

Lightbox back-lit front panel colours

Designer white Yellow Orange Pumpkin China Red

Crema Sand Beige Pastel Yellow Cappuccino Sepia Brown

Vanilla Mint Light Grey Dust Grey Graphite

Ice Blue Petrol Royal Blue

Maple Ash Beech Cherry Light Ferrera Oak

Walnut Zebrano Macassar ebony Wenge Sapele mahogany

White Alabaster Light Grey Aluminium Graphite

Maple Beech Light Ferrera Oak Cherry Walnut

Desktop PVC edging - woodgrain finishes

White Primrose Tangerine Light Tomato Lime Intense Blue Raspberry

LCBP-1WL-RAL-F in maple with white desktop and white filmed acrylic lightbox panel with silver logo lettering

LCP-1WR-RAL-O in ebony with white edging and white opal acrylic lightbox panel

evolutión
® light also available without glass counter
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